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Ramanlal Vasantlal Desai (Born 1892) is the author of
two plays Sahyuka (1920) and Sankita Hrdaya (1925); and
of novels styled fayanta (1925), Smsha (1927), KoKta
(1928), Hrdayanntha (1930), Snehayajna (1931);
Divyacakshu (1931), Bansarl (1932), Grnmya Mam,
(1933) and of other miscellaneous works. The author's
style is refined, flowing and unobtrusive, at times grace-
ful. Sankita Hrdaya, The Suspicious Heart, is a play
on the old model, but written in an arresting style. The
stories, which are told with fluency, contain situations of
great possibility and depict modern middle class life in
Gujarata. A strong note of admiration for modern
GujaratI life runs through all his works.
Of all novels of topical interest published after the
Satyagraha campaign of 1930, Divyacakshu is perhaps
the most enjoyable. It is a story with wealth of incident.
Non-violence, flag-salutation, procession, lathi-charge,
congress hospital, jail, trial, removal of untouchability,
love, self-sacrifice and heroism are all there; but one can-
not help wishing that the author had worked out his
situations more fully or worked on only a few- Every-
one is so good, so noble, so much of a type, down to the
superintendent of police and the magistrate, that one misses
the actual atmosphere of political life, A pale atmosphere
of heroic resolve and conduct, curiously unrealistic, per-
vades the whole work
Snehayajna is a very well-told story of lovers, Kirit and
Minakshi. Due to misunderstanding, Minakshi marries
Surendra. Disappointment drives Kirit to the career of a
terrorist and the cult of class-war* Years later, Kirit meets
Minakshi, now Lady Surendra, wife of the Minister of Edu-
cation. Old love revives; both the lovers realise their posi-
tion ; and each one separately decides to step aside to make
the other happy. Kirit restores the domestic peace of Sir
Surendra; Minakshi induces Kirit to marry Chameli, a
charming girl whom Kirit had saved from kidnappers.
Both Minakshi and Chameli are well drawn, and the fina^
§cene is drawn with rare delicacy of touch. The back*
ground qf terrorism and class-war is vaguely drawn, and

